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About This Game

Do you remember that high school crush you never confessed your love to?

Do you ever wonder what could have been if things had gone different back then?

This short Visual Novel/Dating Sim explores those questions that we constantly ask ourselves. It’s about star crossed lovers,
missed opportunities and taking chances to find true and ever lasting love.

Featuring:

 A romantic and endearing story in the style of “romance movie greats” like Nancy Meyer and Richard Linklater set in
Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts.

 Enchanting new age piano soundtrack.

 Beautiful anime style art.

 Fully voiced by professional voice actors.

 6 different endings.
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Title: One Last Chance
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Last Lotus
Publisher:
Last Lotus
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista / 7 / 8/ 8.1/ 10

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics Chip

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Really good free game and is totally fun to play, aspecally if your with someone. I really like this game. I would like to see an
other game in Syrin`s point. Maybe one were you start by telling what choses you liked best in this game. the charectors were
fun to play. The plot twists got iratating after a wile. I would like to know what happaned to dan and some of the others during
the end. could have used more chooses. Danna was enterantlly insane and Lynn looked like she was a few cards short of a full
deck.. Just finished playing this game in two days - it's a delightful romp with enough variety in characters and locations to make
it truly engaging. The interconnectivity between locations, and use of returning characters make it worthwhile taking the time to
learn about each of them.

While 'short' by RPG standards don't let that turn you off it, this is a complete, well-made game and is definitely worth checking
out.. A very odd tower defense\/ territory defending game that pits you (the dudes with guns) against the other dudes (The slime
not with guns) and slowly but surely blast back the slime girl menace

Honestly i enjoy this game alot and it is a nice little hidden gem.

BRING ON CREEPER WORLD 4. Is there more than one ending? The one I got to leaves me feeling defeated......OTHER
THAN THAT it is a very good game.. Excellent game. Highly recommended!. The best GTA from the series' two-dimensional
days. A great variety of vehicles and weapons, with pretty good graphics for 1999. This game in particular had some of the most
hilarious missions and gangs in the series.. I think good
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I think GAUGE is a game that would fare way better as a mobile game, or at a lower pricepoint ($1 perhaps). It works better
conceptually than it does in practice, and there's just not enough content or depth to warrant spending more than 30 minutes in
this game imo. Unless you love the visual and audio aesthetic and have a fetish for score attacking and leaderboards, I just can't
recommend GAUGE.. Instant Dungeon! is a game you can boot up and start playing in an instant. (Surprised? Me too.)

It begins so simple in a small room with a simple objective; get the key to open the door to advance to the next level, collecting
loot along the way for score.
The further you delve the bigger, darker, and fuller of both enemies and items the rooms get.

Once you've played the default mode you can unlock other modes by hitting criteria, like reaching floor 30 etc.

This game is great for when you don't want to spend a long time in menus\/settings, or when you don't really have much time to
play a game at all. (Although after some attempts runs can get long).

Obviously I haven't covered every aspect of the game as I like to keep my reviews fairly short, however I will add that at the
time of writing the developer is active and very much in touch with the players.

= Fantastic little maze-dungeon highscore game.. The old classic is back, man I missed this game. It is good to see them putting
out a new version like this. For those of you who like management sports games, this is one of the best.. It's super cool. Very
mysterious. Nice japanese voice acting, if you like it. Pretty good translation to english. I like the art also, but the mysterious
nature of the game is what gets me the most.. Can't get the game to even start. After download it just get's stuck.
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